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Isomorphs
My first solo exhibition at Hipotesi in 2000 – Beyond the Wire – was a collection of 
work through which I had investigated the application of textiles techniques to jewellery 
in precious metals.  
My second solo show at Hipotesi in 2005 – The Space Within – was the major vehicle 
for my then current research into the shellform.  My specific interest had been that which 
is unknowable, the space inside an object which we can never properly know without 
destroying the object itself – perhaps in itself a metaphor for the human condition. 
This collection appeared to be totally unconnected to more than twenty years spent 
investigating textiles techniques.  The final objects, the materials, technology, and practical 
techniques were all very different.  The only apparently common factor was my individual 
approach to creating the work: a combination of visual and other research, drawing, 
making, periods of reflection, followed by quite explosive bursts of creative energy over 
very intensive but relatively short periods of time at the bench: what Schön might have 
been describing when he talked about reflection-in-action.1It was only in 2007 when I 
assembled a body of work utilising textile techniques for a retrospective exhibition at the 
Birmingham School of Jewellery that I realised how much the later works in this opus had 
somehow metamorphosed into the first of the shellforms.  My final experiments with fusing 
and pressing thousands of very fine silver wires to create what I called illusion weaving 
were actually proto-shellforms.
Deconstructed – Reconstructed, shown at  Shibuichi, Porto, in 2007, was a natural 
progression from The Space Within, whereby I set about deconstructing some of the 
original shellforms and constructing new, very different forms from these and other 
components. This collection was a clear development of the previous work.  
And now, as I review the new jewellery which comprises this latest collection, I better 
understand the visual and intellectual threads which join all of these exhibitions together. 
Parts which had previously been bisected, deformed, and reformed sometimes become 
components for the new pieces.  Sections from hydraulic pressings which previously had 
been thought of as part of the supporting cast and normally consigned to the melting 
pot as offcuts have became components and, in come cases, the major framework for 
some of the new brooches.  Negative spaces are now positive and concrete.  Some themes 
have continued, albeit in revised form.  What at first glance might seem to be several very 
separate threads of visual thought turn out to have aspects of commonality.
Hence the title Isomorphs – objects which display similarities of form or characteristic.2 
Although normally a term associated with the biological sciences, the word seems 
particularly apt for a collection of very different pieces in which the common visual themes 
can nevertheless be identified, in some cases more obviously than others. 
As is often the case, I see this very clearly in retrospect through what I describe as post-
rationalisation.  At the point of actual creation it was probably much less clear, although I 
was certainly aware of developing several parallel themes.  Each object is a project in itself, 
a local instalment in a global series of actions.  Each one is treated as an individual, but 
each enjoys the same application of reflection and action informed by a bank of experience- 
tacit knowledge, sometimes referred to as knowingness – built up over a long period of 
professional activity.3 This is creative endeavour which continues to be as challenging, 
exciting, and satisfying as ever it was.
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Brooch: pressed form, cone, & grain. Standard silver. 
Brooch: pressed forms & grain. Standard silver & 18ct gold.
Brooch: pressed forms. Standard silver, shibuichi, & pearl.
Brooch: disc & shellform. Standard silver.
Brooch: reticulated disc. Standard silver & 18ct gold.
Brooch: pressed & constructed forms, & grains. Standard silver & 18ct gold.
Brooch: pressed forms, discs, & grains. Standard silver & 18ct gold.
Brooch: discs, pressed forms, line & grains. Standard silver & 18ct gold.
Brooch: disc, pressed form, & grains. Standard silver & 18ct gold.
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